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Why Invest in Bitcoin?

2. Adoption Growing Faster Than the Internet

1. Supply is Certain and Scarce
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Crypto Adoption vs. The Internet
Source: World Bank, University of Cambridge, Global Macro Investor, Eaglebrook Advisors

Estimated Crypto Users (Mlns) Estimated # of Internet Users Worldwide (Mlns)

Global monetary and fiscal policy makers have had an increased willingness to engage in stimulus programs, significantly inflating 
the monetary base since the beginning of the pandemic. In the US, M2 increased 24.8% in 2020 and has risen $5 trillion since the
beginning of last year. Bitcoin as a store of value can protect against monetary inflation. While central banks print money at their 
discretion, bitcoin has a known, fixed, and transparent supply schedule: there will never be more than 21 million bitcoin in 
existence.

Bitcoin is a technology that transfers and stores value, while the internet is a technology that transfers and stores information. We 
estimate that 130 million people used bitcoin and digital assets by the end of 2020, which is roughly the same as the number of 
internet users in 1997. If bitcoin and crypto adoption follow the same adoption curve as the internet, we expect 1 billion users by 
the end of 2030. Currently, bitcoin and crypto users are growing faster than the internet. 
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3) Bitcoin Improves Diversification and Risk-Adjusted Returns

2

We utilize an 80% MSCI ACWI, 20% Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate 
portfolio to illustrate the benefits of holding a 2, 4, and 6% position in 
bitcoin taken from equity.

We find that each incremental step of bitcoin exposure improves 
diversification and risk-adjusted returns while only marginally increasing 
standard deviation and maximum drawdown.

In the last five years, a 2% position in bitcoin added just 10 basis points to 
annualized standard deviation versus a standard global 80/20 portfolio, 
while a 4% position added 60 basis points.

Sharpe Ratio (excess return per unit of standard deviation) increased from 
0.89 to 1.35 with a 4% position in bitcoin, while Information Ratio (active 
return per unit of active risk against MSCI ACWI) rose from -0.65 to 0.57.

As a result, a 2-6% allocation to bitcoin as a macro asset can improve 
diversification and enhance risk-adjusted returns in traditional portfolios. 
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Bitcoin vs. Major Assets

Bitcoin 1.00
S&P 500 Index 0.10
Nasdaq Composite Index 0.10
Russell 2000 Index 0.13
MSCI EAFE Index 0.17
MSCI Emerging Markets Index 0.13
DXY Index -0.07
EUR/USD 0.06
JPY/USD -0.05
GBP/USD 0.04
JPM Emerging Markets Currency Index 0.12
Crude Oil 0.12
Gold 0.12
Silver 0.13
Barclay's Aggregate Index 0.05
Bloomberg REIT Index 0.01

Summary Statistics MSCI ACWI
Standard 

Global 80 / 
20

Global 78 / 
20 + 2% 
Bitcoin

Global 76 / 
20 + 4% 
Bitcoin

Global 74 / 
20 + 6% 
Bitcoin

Cumulative Return 103.4% 79.9% 110.7% 144.5% 181.6%

Avg. Annualized Return 14.7% 12.5% 16.1% 19.6% 23.0%

Avg. Annualized Excess Return -2.5% 1.2% 4.8% 8.5%

Maximum Drawdown -33.6% -27.1% -27.3% -27.5% -27.7%

Annualized Standard Deviation 15.2% 14.1% 14.2% 14.7% 15.6%

Risk / Return

Sharpe Ratio 1.02 0.89 1.14 1.35 1.51

Sortino Ratio 0.94 0.82 1.03 1.23 1.40

Information Ratio -0.65 0.12 0.57 0.82

Beta 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.87

Correlation to ACWI 0.97 0.95 0.91 0.85

R^2 (ACWI) 0.93 0.90 0.83 0.73

5 Years Ending 6/30/2021

Source: Bloomberg, Eaglebrook Advisors. Portfolio returns calculated using Bloomberg Port. iShares MSCI ACWI ETF (ACWI) represents global equity exposure, while
iShares Core US Aggregate Bond ETF (AGG) represents U.S. fixed income exposure. MSCI ACWI ETF is used as a proxy for MSCI ACWI index. Bloomberg Galaxy Bitcoin
Index is used as proxy for BTC. Portfolios are rebalanced semi-annually. Past performance is not indicative of future returns.

Weekly Correlation, 6/30/2016 - 6/30/2021
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

Investment advisory and management services are provided by Eaglebrook Advisors, Inc., a registered investment advisor. Information presented is for educational
purposes only. Past performance is no indication of future results. Please see our Form ADV Disclosures and Privacy Policy in our website. Investing in digital currency
comes with significant risk of loss that a client should be prepared to bear, including, but not limited to, volatile market price swings or flash crashes, market manipulation,
economic, regulatory, technical, and cybersecurity risks. In addition, digital currency markets and exchanges are not regulated with the same controls or customer
protections available in equity, option, futures, or foreign exchange investing.

Volatility Risk: Digital currency is a speculative and volatile investment asset. Investors should be prepared for volatile market swings and prolonged bear markets. Digital
currency can have higher volatility than other traditional investors such as stocks and bonds and market movements can be difficult to predict.

Economic Risk: The economic risk associated with digital currency is in the lack of widespread or continuing digital currency adoption. The market and investors could
decide that digital currency should not be valued at the current market capitalization due to a variety of factors.

Regulatory Risk: Digital currency could be banned or highly regulated by governments that would deter investors from buying or holding digital currency.

Technical Risk: Digital currency is a dynamic network with a codebase that is updated to add new security and functionality features. The updated code that is merged by
the core developers could potentially have an error that threatens the security or functionality of the digital currency network.

Cybersecurity Risk: Digital currency exchanges and wallets have been hacked and digital currency has been stolen in the past. This is a potential risk that clients must be
comfortable with when investing and holding digital currency. Theft is less likely when holding digital currency at a qualified custodian in offline systems (cold storage)
with institutional security and controls.


